We show that for the classes of strict t-norms, the categories of probabilistic limit spaces under these t-norms are all isomorphic to each other. The same is true for the categories of probabilistic limit spaces under nilpotent t-norms. To show this, we study the isomorphisms between the categories of probabilistic limit spaces under a t-norm, limit tower spaces and approach limit spaces. Similar results are obtained for probabilistic Cauchy spaces and probabilistic uniform limit spaces.
Introduction
Probabilistic limit spaces go back to the work of Florescu [3] and a formulation by means of filter convergence was given by Richardson and Kent [15] . These spaces are extensions of probabilistic metric spaces and probabilistic topological spaces as studied by Menger [12] , Schweizer and Sklar [16] and Frank [4] . The category of probabilistic limit spaces is a Cartesian closed, extensional and topological category in the sense of [1] . Triangular norms (t-norms for short) were already used in [16] to model a triangular inequality in probabilistic metric spaces and it therefore seems appropriate to include t-norms in the generalizations of such spaces. This was, consequently, done by Nusser [14] who studied various categories of probabilistic spaces under t-norms.
Ultra-approach limit spaces were introduced by Lowen and Lowen [8] under the name convergence approach spaces. The category of these spaces is a Cartesian closed, extensional and topological category and forms a common framework that encompasses metric spaces and classical convergence spaces. The category of ultra-approach limit spaces contains the category of approach spaces [9, 10] (which form a common framework for topological, metric and uniform spaces) as a reflective subcategory.
In order to study the relationship between probabilistic limit spaces and ultra-approach limit spaces, Brock and Kent [2] introduced the category of limit tower spaces. They could show that the category of probabilistic limit spaces (under the minimum t-norm) is isomorphic to the category of ultra-approach limit spaces.
In this paper, we are extending the results of Brock and Kent [2] to probabilistic limit spaces under a t-norm. In order to do so, we generalize the definition of a limit tower space and introduce a certain subclass of these spaces. It turns out that for certain classes of t-norms, all probabilistic limit spaces under these t-norms are isomorphic.
Similar results can be shown for probabilistic Cauchy spaces under a t-norm and for probabilistic uniform limit spaces under a t-norm.
We are finally going to introduce the basic concepts that we need later and fix the with S(1) = 0 such that
with the pseudo-inverse
We further note that the pseudo-inverse S • S(0) = ∞. These are the strict t-norms. In this case S (−1) = S −1 . A typical example is the product t-norm α * β = αβ with additive generator S(x) = − ln(x) (and S(0) = ∞).
• S(0) < ∞. These are the nilpotent t-norms. Noting that for an additive generator S for a continuous Archimedean t-norm and for all a > 0, S(x) = aS(x)
defines an additive generator for the same t-norm, we can always assume for a nilpotent t-norm that S(0) = 1. A typical example for a nilpotent t-norm is the
An example of a non-Archimediean t-norm is the minimum t-norm α * β = α ∧ β. For further results on t-norms we refer to Schweizer and Sklar [16] and to [6] .
We finally fix some notation. For a set X, we denote P (X) its power set. We denote the set of all filters F, G, H, ... on the set X by F(X). We order this set by set inclusion and we denote for x ∈ X the point filter by [x] = {F ⊆ X : x ∈ F }. For a subset A of an ordered set X we write, in case of existence, A for its supremum and A for its infimum. If A = {α, β}, then we write α ∧ β = A and α ∨ β = A. For notions from category theory we refer to [1] .
2. Probabilistic limit spaces, limit tower spaces and approach convergence spaces
A probabilistic limit space under a t-norm * [14] is a pair (X, q) of a set X and a nonempty family of mappings q = (q λ : F(X) −→ P (X)) λ∈ [0, 1] that satisfies the following axioms.
(PL5) x ∈ q α * β (F ∧ G) whenever x ∈ qα(F) and x ∈ q β (G);
The condition (PLLC) is called left-continuity. It is not required in the original definition by Nusser [14] , however we will need it later. A mapping f : X −→ X between the probabilistic limit spaces under the t-norm * , (X, q), (X , q ), is continuous if for all
. The category of all probabilistic limit spaces under the t-norm * with the continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by P LIM * . It is shown in [14] that P LIM * is a topological and extensional construct and for * = ∧, P LIM ∧ is Cartesian closed.
2.1. Lemma. Let (X, q) be a probabilistic limit space under the minimum t-norm ∧.
Then (PL5) is equivalent to the axiom (uPL5) x ∈ qα(F ∧ G) whenever x ∈ qα(F) and x ∈ qα(G).
Proof. If (PL5) is true, then we simply choose α = β. If (uPL5) is true, then for
and hence, by (uPL5), also x ∈ q α∧β (F ∧ G).
Therefore, probabilistic limit spaces under the minimum t-norm ∧ are (left-continuous)
componentwise probabilistic limit spaces in the definition of [14] .
A limit tower space is a pair (X, p) of a set X and a non-empty family of mappings
The condition (LTLC) is again called left-continuity. A mapping f : X −→ X between the limit tower spaces (X, p), (X , p ) is continuous if for all ∈ [0, ∞] and all
). The category of all limit tower spaces with the continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by LT S.
If we replace the axiom (LT5) by the axiom
then we speak of a ultra-limit tower space. The category of ultra-limit tower spaces with continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by uLT S.
2.2. Lemma. Let (X, p) be an ultra-limit tower space. Then (uLT5) is equivalent to the axiom (uLT5') x ∈ p (F ∧ G) whenever x ∈ p (F) and x ∈ p (G).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.
The preceding Lemma shows that ultra-limit tower spaces are the same as limit tower spaces as originally introduced and studied in [2] . We prefer to rename them in the light of the subsequent sections.
An approach limit space [11] is a pair (X, λ) of a set X and a mapping λ :
X that satisfies the following axioms.
The value λ(F)(x) has the interpretation as the distance that x is away from being a limit point of F [10] . A mapping f : X −→ X between two approach limit spaces (X, λ),
If we replace the axiom (AC3) by the stronger axiom
then we call the pair (X, λ) an ultra-approach limit space. Note that these spaces were originally called convergence approach spaces and introduced and studied by Lowen and
Lowen [8] . What we call here an approach limit space is called weak convergence approach space in [11] . Again we prefer to change the names in order to reach consistency with other notations. The category of approach limit spaces with contractions as morphisms is denoted by ALS, the subcategory of ultra-approach limit spaces is denoted by uALS.
The category uALS is topological, extensional and Cartesian closed [8] and whereas ALS is topological and contains uALS as a bireflective subcategory [11] .
Isomorphisms between the categories ALS and LT S
The following isomorphism functors between the categories of ultra-approach limit spaces and ultra-limit tower spaces were introduced in [2] . We extend their definition to the categories of approach limit spaces and limit tower spaces.
For (X, p) ∈ |uLT S| we define ρp :
It is shown in [2] that ρ : uLT S −→ uALS, (X, p) −→ (X, ρp), f −→ f is a functor and that η • ρ = iduLT S and ρ • η = iduACP . Hence both functors are isomorphism functors and the categories uALS and uLT S are isomorphic. We will show with the next two lemmas that both functors can be extended to the categories ALS and LT S. To this end, we simply use for (X, λ) ∈ |ALS|, resp. for (X, p) ∈ |LT S| the same definitions of ηλ and ρp, i.e. we extend the domains of the functors η and ρ to ALS and LT S, respectively. We will show that the co-domains then are again the categories LT S and ALS, respectively.
3.1. Lemma. Let (X, λ) ∈ |ALS|. Then (X, ηλ) satisfies the axiom (LT5).
Proof. Let ρp(F)(x) = and ρp(G)(x) = δ. For > and δ > δ then x ∈ p (F) and
3.3. Theorem. The categories ALS and LT S are isomorphic.
The case of strict t-norms
Let now * be a strict t-norm with additive generator S :
and Kent [2] have defined the following isomorphism functors between the categories P LIM ∧ and uLT S. For an ultra-limit tower space (X, p) we define (ΦSp)α = p S(α) .
iduLT S . Hence both functors are isomorphism functors and P LIM ∧ and uLT S are isomorphic. We will show with the next two lemmas that these functors can be extended to the categories P LIM * and LT S, provided that * is the strict t-norm generated by S.
4.1. Lemma. Let the strict t-norm * have the additive generator S and let (X, q) ∈ |P LIM * |. Then (X, ΨSq) satisfies the axiom (LT5).
. By the definition of the t-norm * it is easily
4.2. Lemma. Let the strict t-norm * have the additive generator S and let (X, p) ∈ |LT S|. Then (X, ΦSp) satisfies the axiom (PL5).
and hence by (LT5) x ∈ p S(α)+S(β) (F ∧ G). By definition of the t-norm * we see that S(α) + S(β) = S(α * β) and hence x ∈ p S(α * β) (F ∧ G). But this means that x ∈ (ΦSp) α * β (F ∧ G).
Corollary.
For a strict t-norm * , the categories P LIM * and LT S are isomorphic.
We conclude the following main result of this section.
4.4. Theorem. For strict t-norms, all categories P LIM * are isomorphic.
The case of nilpotent t-norms
We are now showing similar results for the class of nilpotent t-norms. To this end, we first introduce a subcategory of LT S.
For ω ∈ (0, ∞] we call (X, p) ∈ |LT S| an ω-limit tower space if the following strengthening of (LT4) is valid:
We see that a limit tower space is the same as an ∞-limit tower space. The subcategory of LT S with objects the ω-limit tower spaces is denoted by LT Sω. It is not difficult to
show that LT Sω is a bireflective subcategory of LT S.
We consider now a nilpotent t-norm with additive generator S. We will show that P LIM * and LT S S(0) are isomorphic. To this end, we generalize the two functors of the previous section. For (X, q) ∈ |P LIM * | we define (Ψq) = q S (−1) ( ) .
Proof. (LT1) and (LT2) are easy. For (LT3) we may assume ≤ δ < S(0). Then
For (LT4 S(0) ), let ≥ S(0). Then S (−1) ( ) = 0 and hence (Ψq) (F) = q0(F) = X.
, then there is nothing to prove.
If + δ < S(0), then both , δ < 0 and hence
We finally show (LTLC). If ≥ S(0) then for δ > we have (Ψq) δ (F) = X and hence (Ψq) (F) = X = δ> (Ψq) δ (F). If < S(0) then by continuity and surjectivity of S (−1) and because S (−1) is strictly decreasing on [0, S(0)], for β < S (−1) ( ) there is a unique
Now for < δ ≤ S(0), S (−1) (δ) < S (−1) ( ) is equivalent to < δ and hence we obtain
It follows easily from this that Ψ :
For (X, p) ∈ |LT S S(0) | we define now (Φp)α = p S(α) .
Lemma.
For (X, p) ∈ |LT S S(0) | we have that (X, Φp) ∈ |P LIM * |.
Proof. (PL1) and (PL2) are again easy. (PL3) follows because S is order-reversing. For
(PL4) we note that (Φp)0(F) = p S(0) (F) = X. For (PL5), we have
By definition of the t-norm we have S(α * β) = S(S (−1) (S(α) + S(β))). We distinguish two cases. If
If S(α) + S(β) > S(0), then S(α * β) = S(0) and hence
The axiom (PLLC) finally follows with similar arguments as the proof of (LTLC) in the previous Lemma.
It follows easily from this that Φ :
Hence both functors, Ψ and Φ are isomorphism functors and we can state the following result.
Lemma. P LIM
* and LT S S(0) are isomorphic categories.
As noted above, for a nilpotent t-norm, we can always assume that S(0) = 1 for an additive generator. Hence we obtain the following result.
Theorem. For nilpotent t-norms, all categories P LIM
* are isomorphic.
Probabilistic Cauchy spaces, Cauchy tower spaces and approach

Cauchy spaces
A probabilistic Cauchy space under the t-norm * [14] is a pair (X, C) of a set X and a non-empty family of subsets of F(X), C = (Cα) α∈ [0, 1] , that satisfies the following axioms.
(PC1) [x] ∈ Cα for all x ∈ X and all α ∈ [0, 1];
(PC2) G ∈ Cα whenever F ∈ Cα and F ≤ G;
(PC3) C β ⊆ Cα whenever α ≤ β;
(PC5) F ∧ G ∈ C α * β whenever F ∈ Cα, G ∈ C β and F ∨ G exists;
A mapping f : X −→ X between two probabilistic Cauchy spaces under the t-norm * , (X, C),
The category of probabilistic Cauchy spaces under the t-norm * and Cauchy continuous mappings is denoted by P Chy * .
6.1. Lemma. Let (X, C) be a probabilistic Cauchy space under the t-norm ∧. Then (PC5) is equivalent to the axiom (uPC5) F ∧ G ∈ Cα whenever F ∈ Cα and G ∈ Cα and F ∨ G exists.
Proof. If (PC5) is true, then we simply choose α = β. If (uPC5) is true, then for F ∈ Cα and G ∈ C β we conclude with (PC3) that F ∈ C α∧β and G ∈ C α∧β . Therefore, if
Therefore, probabilistic Cauchy spaces under the t-norm ∧ are (left-continuous) componentwise probabilistic Cauchy spaces in the definition of [14] . The category P Chy * is topological but it is not hereditary and quotients are not productive, not even for * = ∧.
However, P Chy ∧ is Cartesian closed, see [14] .
A Cauchy tower space is a pair (X, D) of a set X and a non-empty family of subsets
, that satisfies the following axioms. If we replace the axiom (CT5) by the axiom
then we speak of a ultra-Cauchy tower space. The category of ultra-Cauchy tower spaces with continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by uChyT S.
6.2. Lemma. Let (X, D) be an ultra-Cauchy tower space. Then (uCT5) is equivalent to the axiom (uCT5') F ∧ G ∈ D whenever F ∈ D and G ∈ D and F ∨ G exists.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1.
We note that Cauchy tower spaces are defined in a different way in [13] . We define for 0 < ω ≤ ∞ an ω-Cauchy tower space as a Cauchy tower space that satisfies the following strengthening of (CT4)
We denote the subcategory of CT S with objects the ω-Cauchy tower spaces by CT Sω.
It is not difficult to prove that CT Sω is bireflective in CT S.
An approach Cauchy space [11] is a pair (X, γ) of a set X and a mapping γ : F(X) −→
[0, ∞] that satisfies the following axioms.
If we replace the axiom (AChy3) by the stronger axiom
then we call the pair (X, γ) an ultra-approach Cauchy space.
The category of approach Cauchy spaces with Cauchy contractions as morphisms is denoted by AChy, the subcategory of ultra-approach convergence spaces is denoted by uAChy. The category uAChy is a bireflective subcategory of AChy. AChy is topological and uAChy is also Cartesian closed [11] .
We can define isomorphism functors between the categories in a similar way as in the previous section. For (X, γ) ∈ |AChy| we define the Cauchy tower σγ by
For (X, D) ∈ |CT S| we define the mapping τ D :
The following result is not difficult to prove.
(4) σ(uAChy) = uCT S and τ (uCT S) = uAChy.
6.4. Corollary. The categories AChy and CT S are isomorphic and the categories uAChy and uCT S are isomorphic.
We can also define isomorphism functors between the categories P Chy * and CT S S(0)
provided that the t-norm * is continuous Archimedean with additive generator S :
and for (X, D) ∈ |CT S S(0) | we define ∆SD by
The following result is then not difficult to prove.
Lemma. (1) ΓS : P Chy
(4) ΓS(P Chy ∧ ) = uCT S and ∆S(uCT S) = P Chy ∧ .
Noting that CT S∞ = CT S we can state the following results.
6.6. Corollary. For a strict t-norm * , the categories P Chy * and CT S are isomorphic.
For a nilpotent t-norm * , the categories P Chy * and CT S S(0) are isomorphic. Furthermore, the categories P Chy ∧ and uCT S are isomorphic.
6.7. Theorem. For strict t-norms, all categories P Chy * are isomorphic. For nilpotent t-norms all categories P Chy * are isomorphic.
7. Probabilistic uniform limit spaces, uniform limit tower spaces and approach uniform limit spaces (PUL2) G ∈ Lα whenever F ≤ G and F ∈ Lα;
(PUL3) Lα ⊆ L β whenever β ≤ α;
A mapping f : X −→ X between two probabilistic uniform limit spaces (X, L) and
The category of all probabilistic uniform limit spaces under the t-norm * with uniformly continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by P U LIM * .
7.1. Lemma. Let (X, L) be a probabilistic uniform limit space under the t-norm ∧. Then (PUL7) is equivalent to the axiom (uPUL7) F • G ∈ Lα whenever F ∈ Lα and G ∈ Lα and F • G exists.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Therefore, probabilistic uniform limit spaces under the t-norm ∧ are (left-continuous)
componentwise probabilistic uniform limit spaces in the definition of [14] . The category P U LIM * is topological and not hereditary and products of quotients are quotients.
P U LIM
∧ is Cartesian closed [14] .
A uniform limit tower space [7] is a pair (X, M ) of a set X and a non-void family of subsets of F(X × X), M = (M ) ∈[0,∞] that satisfies the following axioms.
A mapping f : X −→ X between two uniform limit tower spaces (X, M ) and (X , M )
. The category of all uniform limit tower spaces with uniformly continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by U LT S.
If we replace the axiom (ULT6) by the axiom
then we speak of a ultra-uniform limit tower space. The category of ultra-uniform limit tower spaces with uniformly continuous mappings as morphisms is denoted by uU LT S.
7.2. Lemma. Let (X, M ) be an ultra-uniform limit tower space. Then (uULT6) is equivalent to the axiom (uULT6') F • G ∈ M whenever F ∈ M and G ∈ M and F • G exists.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.1.
We again define, for 0 < ω ≤ ∞, an ω-uniform limit tower space (X, M ) as a uniform limit tower space that satisfies the following strengthening of the axiom (ULT4):
The subcategory of U LT S with objects the ω-uniform limit tower spaces is denoted by U LT Sω.
An approach uniform limit space [7] is a pair (X, η) of a set X and a mapping η :
A mapping f : X −→ X between two approach uniform limit spaces (X, η),
If we replace the axiom (AULS5) by the stronger axiom
then we call the pair (X, η) an ultra-approach uniform limit space.
The category of approach uniform limit spaces with uniform contractions as morphisms is denoted by AU LS, the subcategory of ultra-approach convergence spaces is denoted by uAU LS. It is shown in [7] that uAU LS is a bireflective subcategory of AU LS and that it is a topological construct and is Cartesian closed. It is mentioned that AU LS is a topological construct.
We can again define isomorphism functors between these categories. Lee and Windels [7] mention the following. For (X, η) ∈ |AU LS| we define the uniform limit tower κη by
For (X, M ) ∈ |U LT S| we define the approach uniform limit χM :
This again gives rise to two isomorphism functors, κ : AU LS −→ U LT S and χ :
U LT S −→ AU LS and we obtain the following result.
(4) κ(uAU LS) = uU LT S and χ(uU LT S) = uAU LS.
We obtain as a corollary the following theorem. and for (XM ) ∈ |U LT S S(0) | we define the probabilistic uniform limit structure ΛSM by
This gives rise to two isomorphism functors and we can prove the following result. Noting again that U LT S∞ = U LT S we obtain the following results.
7.6. Corollary. For a strict t-norm * , the categories P U LIM * and U LT S are isomorphic. For a nilpotent t-norm * , the categories P U LIM * and U LT S S(0) are isomorphic.
Furthermore, the categories P U LIM ∧ and uU LT S are isomorphic.
7.7. Theorem. For strict t-norms, all categories P U LIM * are isomorphic. For nilpotent t-norms all categories P U LIM * are isomorphic.
Conclusions
We showed in this paper, that for certain classes of t-norms, all categories of probabilistic limit spaces under these t-norms are isomorphic. We could show this for the class of strict t-norms and for the class of nilpotent t-norms. This essentially means that it is sufficient to study "prototype spaces", i.e. it would be sufficient to study probabilistic limit spaces under the product t-norm (as a prototype for probabilistic limit spaces under strict t-norms) or probabilistic limit spaces under the Lukasiewics t-norm (as a prototype for probabilistic limit spaces under nilpotent t-norms). The proofs depend on the existence of an additive generator. It would be interesting to know if there are other classes of t-norms for which the categories of probabilistic limit spaces are isomorphic.
It shall be further remarked that we considered only left-continuous probabilistic limit spaces. This restriction was used in order to accomodate approach limit spaces. The isomorphism functors between the categories of limit tower spaces and of probabilistic limit spaces, however, also work without imposing the left-continuity condition on the spaces.
